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Abstract

The term Big Data is used to describe data sets which are complex and so large that the conventional relational database applications are inadequate. This data contains valuable patterns and knowledge which were difficult to extract previously. With the cloud architecture and open source software, extracting value from big data has become easy. Even small companies and startups can afford big data processing by renting server time in the cloud. Apache Hadoop, an open source data processing platform is a leader in the big data revolution. Some other tools include MapR. Recent advances in hardware, memory and networking have facilitated data processing on the fly. In this paper, we present a survey of the performance modeling of various big data tools and techniques used for analysis, storing, searching, sharing and transfer of data. This includes identifying the bottleneck devices or resources and finding out methods and techniques to improve the performance of the same.
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1. Introduction

Big data is an ever evolving term that describes large volumes of both structured and unstructured data that can be mined for knowledge discovery. It has revolutionized the way business is being done in the
present age. It is playing an important role in decision making in all the sectors of life. Big Data has hidden patterns and knowledge which, if extracted, can help to identify trends in businesses, reduce production and maintenance costs, fight crime, predict the expectations of the consumers and help us live better.

[SAS] Big Data has been defined with the four V’s
i) Volume: The volume of data determines the importance of data.
ii) Variety: The class or the family to which Big Data is closely associated to.
iii) Velocity: The speed of data generation and data processing.
iv) Value: The knowledge associated with it.

Knowledge extracted from such data is the key to success in today’s competitive environment. However, extraction and interpretation of knowledge from such data is a difficult task. Big data analysis includes several tasks like data collection, data cleaning, analysis, pattern recognition and knowledge discovery. Apart from these basic tasks, there are other system specific complex issues like speed, storage, synchronization, concurrency and optimization.

The big data architecture is made up of many systems. Each such system has some processing task associated with it. Since data is generated at a rapid pace the processing should be done on the fly. All business practices depend and revolve around big data. Future business models and policies will be built on the knowledge extracted from big data. In this paper we try to find the problems associated with such systems and try to model a better solution. Our approach would be to identify bottlenecks in the system. Bottlenecks are those spots where the system is lacking efficiency or performance.

In this paper, Section 2 discusses about the traditional database systems, and the basic MapReduce task in distributed computing. Section 3 discusses a general approach to the performance modeling. Section 4 discusses the bottlenecks in the big data architecture and suggests ways in improving the bottleneck devices or resources. Section 5 gives a summary of the paper. Section 6 and 7 lists out the references used and the acronyms used. The model that is built is experimentally tested and compared against the present system under observed conditions and was found to be superior to the present system. We later summarize the importance of performance modeling in system design tasks.

2. Traditional Database System and Big Data Tools

Apache Hadoop is an open source software used for processing large datasets built for distributed applications. In this section we discuss traditional Database Systems, their limitations and the MapReduce task done by big data tools like Hadoop for distributed applications.

2.1 RDBMS

RDBMS stands for Relational Database Management Systems. It uses SQL as a query language to add, update, delete and perform sophisticated query operations on the underlying Database. The most popular ones are ORACLE, MS-SQL Server, MySql and Microsoft Access. A table is used to store data in a database. A column in the table will be set as the primary key which uniquely identifies the row. A foreign key will be a primary key in one table and will be a column in the other table. Thus, a foreign key acts as a link between two tables. RDBMS helped to overcome the limitations of the older file systems which were previously used as databases. But due to the volume of the data that is generated today, this traditional form of database system is falling short.

Some of the limitations of RDBMS are
1) Difficult to run RDBMS technology in distributed environment.
2) Making changes to the schema is a tedious task.
3) Difficult to extract knowledge from the database.

2.2 Overview of MapReduce

MapReduce is a programming model for processing and generating large data sets with a parallel algorithm on a cluster. The MapReduce results are obtained in two main steps: a) map step and b) reduce step

- a) Map Step: Here the job is mapped into several parallel tasks and allocated to nodes that work on a subset of data and store the output in a temporary database.
- b) Reduce Step: Here each node processes each group of data and key in parallel and produces a single output.

The Reduce Step turns large volumes of data into a compressed form of itself. All map() functions are performed in parallel as they are independent of each other. If all the output functions from the map() function are given to the same reducer then the set of reducer functions can perform the reduction at the same time. Figure 1. shows the basic working of the MapReduce task.

![Figure 1. Graphical view of MapReduce Task](image)

3. General Approach to Performance Modeling

In this section we discuss some general techniques which can be used in performance modeling. The performance of big data applications is significantly affected if the underlying architecture has defects. Performance modeling proposes a model which quantifies the behavior of the application under normal circumstances. This model can be used to strike a comparison with the compared system which helps in identifying problems and limitations of the compared system. It helps in establishing a comparison criterion which can be used in system analysis. [Jain91] For example the performance criteria when a user request a service in the cloud computing environment can be set as follows

- i) perform the service correctly.
- ii) perform the service incorrectly.
- iii) fails to perform the service
3.1 Feature Selection

Once the comparison between the performance model and proposed/current system is done, a feature needs to be selected which best explains the differences or similarities. Feature selection should not be biased. After feature selection is done, we can perform some tests like observing the mean of the features. If the difference in means is large, then that feature can be used to distinguish between the two systems. If the difference in means is negligible, then we cannot get enough insight on the proposed/current system.

3.2 Identifying Bottleneck

In a cloud computing environment, there will always be some resources whose utilization would be a lot higher compared to the utilization of the other resources. This leads to performance and efficiency issues. Due to their higher utilization, these resources have the highest demand and are called bottleneck devices/resources. The most important goal of performance modeling is identifying the bottleneck. Improving this device would provide the highest payoff in terms of performance. Improving other resources would have little effect on system performance. For example, if there are multiple devices connected to the internet at the same time it will create a slow internet speed. The total amount of bandwidth entering a home is always 100%. If one device is busy with a movie download and uses up 50% of the bandwidth, the other devices are left with only 50% of the bandwidth to work with. This is the bottleneck effect. If \( U \) is the utilization of the device/resource and \( D \) is the demand for the same then,

\[ U \propto D \]

The device or resource with the highest demand will have the highest utilization.

4. Performance Modeling Approaches for Big Data Architecture

In this section we discuss the various components and techniques used in the big data architecture and discuss methods to improve their performance. Processing of big data should be done on the fly. The underlying architecture will have some components which are bottlenecks in the architecture. The idea is to find the bottleneck device or resource or task which requires the highest processing and execution time and propose relevant solutions to improve its performance.

4.1 Performance Modeling of MapReduce Tasks

Apache Hadoop has around 200 configuration parameters. Hadoop users face the uphill task of running applications in an economical way without compromising on performance. The default configuration parameters are not optimal for all types of applications. The most important configuration parameters in Hadoop are a) Number of mapping jobs, b) Number of mapping slots for the mapping jobs. Processing one job at a time would increase the response time for other jobs. Also there are chances that some jobs may be starved. proposes a mathematical model for concurrency in the MapReduce task and uses the following two characteristics of the MapReduce task

- a) Setup Time for the Map
- b) Early Shuffle.

The idea is to bind the maximum number of concurrent map tasks to the total number of map slots. Thus every map slot will have a small portion of the task to perform and the overall execution time of the task...
would be reduced significantly. The concurrency factor can be calculated as follows

\[
\text{Concurrency} = \frac{\text{Map Tasks}}{\text{Map Slots}}
\]

The impact of the concurrent model for different tasks can be observed in Figure 3. This chart compares the execution time of the map task under default settings of Hadoop and the tuned settings of Hadoop for concurrency.

![Hadoop setting vs Tuned Hadoop Settings](image)

Figure 3. Comparison between default Hadoop setting vs Tuned Hadoop settings

### 4.2 Performance Modeling for Data Transfers

The two most common protocols used in data transfer are User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmissions Control Protocol (TCP). UDP is a connectionless protocol and has less features for error detection and control. TCP is a connection oriented protocol which provides better error detection and control. However for big data transfers which are extremely time sensitive, these protocols are inadequate. In cases where data processing is done on the fly in a distributed setting, we need data to be transferred quickly and in a time sensitive manner. [Yu14] develops a GridFTP protocol model which not only provides faster data transfers but also takes care of the fairness factor so that other data transfers activities are not pre-empted or starved. GridFTP is a modified protocol implementation and has the Application and Transport Layer within its scope.

Experiments were conducted to test the speed of data transfer using GridFTP protocol and having a background TCP flow in a congested network. The transfer rate for GridFTP was set initially to 10Gb/s and that of the background TCP flow was varied from 1Gb/s to 10Gb/s. It was found that GridFTP reaches an equilibrium state while competing with the background TCP flow and at the same time making sure that its utilization is the maximum.

![Protocol Throughput](image)

Figure 4. Protocol Throughput compared to background traffic

### 4.3 Performance Modeling of In-Memory Datasets

Having a working copy of in-memory datasets has its advantages. It helps to manage the datasets faster and efficiently. But the benefits only hold when the size of the in-memory datasets does not exceed that of the main memory and the buffer pool. If the size of the datasets is more than that of the memory and buffer pool, some part of the datasets get stored on the disk and then virtual memory policies like paging and segmentation are used to support the dataset. [Graefe14] develops a simulation of a buffer using swizzling pointers which removes the overhead of the traditional buffer pool. Swizzling eliminated the need to have a mapping between the object identifier and the address of the in-memory objects. It provides a direct reference to the image of the object in memory. It was found that buffer pool with swizzling pointers outperform the traditional buffer pool. Also the performance of this buffer pool was comparable to the in-memory database when the size of datasets was smaller than the size of main memory. Figure 5. shows that the performance of swizzling pointers is comparable to that of the main memory when the dataset is in memory.

![Main memory vs Swizzling Pointer](image)
Figure 5. Comparison between Main Memory Performance vs Swizzling Pointer Performance for an in memory dataset.

Most B-tree operations have root to leaf traversal, so the pointers of root-leaf linkage are good points to swizzle. When this happens the in memory page-image of the parent page gets updated, swapping the ID of the child page with the pointer to the buffer pool frame holding the in-memory image of the child image. For simplicity the pointers are swizzled one at a time.

4.4 Performance Modeling for Optimizing Data in the Cloud

Big data is growing at a rapid pace. The traditional database queries no longer provides enough insight about the underlying data. The rise of cloud computing has spawned the field of data analysis. However developing cloud programs is a difficult task. Apache Hadoop requires user to think and code from scratch. Secondly, deploying such programs in the clouds is a difficult task as well. Users have to know the hardware specifications, execution parameters and configuration details suited for their code. [Huang13] proposes a solution called Cumulon which simplifies the development and deployment of such programs using matrix-based statistical analysis.

During the development stage Cumulon will think and code using linear algebra. For the deployment of the application Cumulon will present the user a list of possible plans along with the rough estimate of completion time and the total cost incurred.

Cumulon first creates logical equivalent of the program using logical operators that relate to standard matrix operations like Add, Multiple, Inverse, Transpose. The logical representation is then reformatted to obtain improved versions of the representations. For each such representation Cumulon creates a physical page template which is a strategy for parallel execution of the program. The deployment plan is shown in a tuple (L, O, P, Q) where

- L is a physical plan template
- O is the parameters setting for all physical operators in L
- P is provisioning settings for hardware
- Q is settings for configuration.

Matrices are created and fetched using tiles which are submatrices of defined size. The Cumulon model makes sure that a tile can have many simultaneous reader or a single writer. The task in Cumulon will always read input matrices and write output matrices. These matrices are disjoint. In case of dependent tasks the execution is done serially. The hardware gets configured to slots and a task scheduler will assign the task to each such slot.

4.5 Performance Modeling for Interpretation of Big Data Cloud

Cloud computing applications should be scalable and should be able to process enormous amount of data. The cloud runtime does the mapping of the logical flow with the underlying cluster. Although the cloud allows the user to develop and deploy the application, but due to the highly distributed nature of the application it becomes difficult to fine-tune these application. [Rabl13] implements a highly scalable and lightweight performance analyzer tool for Hadoop named HiTune. This analyzer makes it feasible for users to understand and interpret the behavior of the big data cloud and thus help in taking educated decisions regarding the efficiency of the application. It allows integration of the performance tasks to the data flow model which helps the user to better understand the application faults and hardware problems. The data flow based performance model of HiTune consists of three components tracker, aggregation engine and analysis engine. The tracker creates sampling records of every program and sends it to the aggregation engine which collects sampling information from various other trackers and stores it in a cluster. The analysis engine is responsible for generating the analysis reports. These reports can be used by user to fine tune their applications.
5. Summary

In this paper we discussed the importance of big data in the present age. Then we tried to identify the bottlenecks in the underlying architectures and proposed techniques which can improve the performance of the bottleneck devices. Identifying bottlenecks is a very important task in performance modeling of any system. Improving the performance of the bottleneck device/resource improves the system performance significantly. We conclude that performance modeling of big data would help in

i. Improving performance: Increases the efficiency and performance of the system.

ii. System design and tuning: Ensures that the changes made using the model work coherently with the other devices or resources.

iii. Application design and tuning: Ensures that the application meets end user requirements.

iv. Improving scalability: Enables building distributed applications for the service to be provided to a larger audience.
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